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M A G A Z I N E

WATCH YOUR SPEED..?
As we enter the peak post Easter to May
period, we have seen the emergence, and
may soon see the convergence, of a quite
unusual two speed sales market.
Running at one speed we have what’s
left of the economic downturn driven ‘low
hanging fruit’ of the residential property
market, mostly forced sales that are being
pitched directly to the bargain hunters in
the market for promised giveaway prices.
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Home Truth

Introduction
Welcome to this latest edition of MOVE
As the market returns from a rare back to
back school holiday period, we can report
that broad sentiment is very much on the
improve, and for quite valid reasons.
Certainly we seem to be paying far less
attention to the election fog that rolls in on
us daily today than we did a month ago.
That of course is a very good thing with
the election date still a very long way off.
Nationally, housing ﬁnance and housing
starts are up for the third month running
and net migration numbers to Queensland
are fast returning to long term trend, after
their recent historically rare two year dive.

Running at another speed altogether are
those quality properties which are being
offered for sale in the normal manner.
Despite what we may have assumed from
what we have read or have heard, quality
property offerings in many of Brisbane’s
better areas right now are quite thin on the
ground, and the market is catching on.

Inter-bank lending rates also continue
to fall encouraging cheaper ﬁnancing in
the market, both short and long term,
causing already much improved housing
affordability to improve still further.

Today we have sufﬁcient buyer demand to
sell any number of homes across the $2 $4million bracket and for peak prices, on
and off the river, in a broad area stretching
from Indooroopilly through to Corinda.

The residential leasing market continues
to be incredibly tight. Our vacancy rates
have not got beyond 1% all year and right
now we only have 1 property available for
lease right across our entire portfolio.

Why the so conﬂicting market message?

It is little wonder that rents are heading
further skyward, with the resultant much
improved rental yields driving that other
resurgent sector of the property market,
direct property investment.

When selling quality residential property,
process is at least as important as timing.
Pitch a property to the market by (cheap)
price and you attract the attention of just
the price driven market (at the expense of
the preferred suitability driven equivalent),
greatly negatively affecting the outcome.
www.JohnstonDixon.com

Pitch the same property however on a
suitability driven basis, to the right people,
by the right people, in the right way, and
you’ve got yourself a whole new ball game
(and a usually far more rewarding one).

John Johnston – CEO

Over the last three years yields on both
investment housing and apartments have
improved markedly. Today it is possible
to ﬁnd well located investment houses at
5% yields and investment apartments at
6%; making both close to being positively
geared right from the time of purchase,
this quite unprecedented in our history.

